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THE TEAM

BACKGROUND
dMine is a design project with focus to develop a refuge chamber for the European mining
industry. The project is carried out in the spring of 2014, in the course Advanced Product Design.
Our project team consists of ten students from the master programme in Industrial Design
engineering at Luleå University of Technology. We received the task of developing a new refuge
chamber from Felix Lehnen at Aachen University as a sub project to “Deep Mine Rescue”,
a part of the EU Project I2Mine. (http://www.i2mine.eu)

We want to thank
Dennis Pettersson, our supervisor at Luleå University of Technology for support and tuition.
Felix Lehnen, from Aachen University for initiating this project and supporting us on the way.
Axel Bahr, from Draeger for sharing his expertise in the field of safety equipment for mines.
André Douhan, Mikael Rantakyro, Jonny Snell and Marcus Lindmark at LKAB for good insight
and guidance at the visit to LKAB mine.
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MISSION STATEMENT
”dMine is a design project aiming to develop safety solutions
for future deep mining towards the European mining industry.
The project focuses on developing a refuge chamber suitable
for deep mining. The mining of today require safer solutions
for the new scenarios that may occur as a result of de greater
working depths. Therefore should our final chamber fulfill not
only material requirements but also the human demands of
being trapped a long time.”

Kick off in the archipelago of Luleå opened
the project. We spent a cold but sunny February
day on the ice, skating and barbecuing together.

The design process has been a great mix of thorough research and many hours brainstorming.
Initially the focus was to understand the problem and the needs for the product. Supply of water, oxygen and
other necessities were obvious, as well as the psychological needs when being trapped underground.
What we found more interesting was that nearly all equipment for the industry of mining as well as for other
heavy industries has the same expression. It looks solid and safe, but it seemed that nobody thought of colour,
shape and material in any extent except to fill its basic function.
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Conceptual Sketches
as well as Paper Models was
used to visualise the ideas during
the concept generation phase.

Work Shop with external
competence was conducted for
finding a transportation concept.

Why can an office for administration be nice with flowers and textiles,
but not the working environment for miners? What we tried to achieve
with our design is to create a more pleasant environment within the
chamber with lights, materials and calming colours.
Worst case scenario the miners are trapped there for weeks, and who
wouldn’t prefer a light and nice room before an industrial container?

THE CONCEPT
Overhanging roof prevents
falling rocks from blocking
the entrance

FEATURES
Narrow design to fit
even the smallest drifts

Separate wagon with
all necessary supply

The service cart is where all the essential equipment
is stored for example water, oxygen cylinders, soda lime,
and batteries. A chemical toilet can be pulled out from
the wall for privacy.
A transportation module
with rubber tracks. Because of the
bearing connection to the frame, it has
the ability to turn in relation to the load.

The frame that acts as the connection

Door with window to
increase awareness of
the conditions ouside

Steps to reach the
Soda Lime storage
on top of the
equpment wagon
Unique modular based
movement mechanism

to the chamber consists of beams
welded together and container locks
that hold the chamber in place.

INTERIOR

MOODBOARD
Interior Design
A calming and light environment

Individual and comfortable chairs with reclinable backs
to provide privacy if desired. The chairs can be adjusted and
turned the other way. Small lamps provides a soft
lighting and can be controlled individually.

Rounded corners

creates a welcoming feel and may
reduce accidents inside the chamber.

Nanofabrics
Wood structure

gives a natural and serious tone
and creates a calm and harmonic
environment.

adds a homelike and comfortable environment. It is easy to clean and resistent to ageing
and moulding.

White

If a person stays in a dark room
it will feel the same affect as when
jetlagged. White reflects the light
and make the room lighter.

Accent colour

Although white is essential to make
a light room, an accent colour may
mark important features in the
chamber and creates a cohesive
design.

Wood veener sheets
do not take up any space but
still provide a wood stucture
for the interior.

Soft lighting

The lightsetting should mainly consist of indirect and
soft lightning not to stress the eye. For the same reason
it should also be flicker free.

Hammocks take up little space but provides a decent
ergonomic sleeping position with the sense of individual space.
A chemical toilet is positioned in one end of the chamber
and a curtain is available for enclosing the area for privacy,
escape hatch and an air condition unit is placed in the other
end of the chamber.

Nanofabrics creates
a homelike and comfortable environment.
Easy to clean and
resistant to ageing
and mould. Wood
structure gives
a serious and
calm tone.
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